THE INFLUENCE OF RELIEF ON MICROCLIMATE AND LOCATION OF THE UPPER TREE-LIMIT
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ABSTRACT: In the hitherto works concerning the course of the upper tree-limit or mountain pine-limit and their relation with mean annual temperature, the limits of vegetation horizons were determined much more precisely than the location of isotherms – the latter were determined basing on interpolation and extrapolation of data from meteorological stations. Thanks to the application of Onset HOBO data loggers, the measurements of air temperature were carried out in selected sites at the upper tree-limit in Sucha Woda Valley in the Tatra Mountains. The measurements were conducted every hour during 4 months in warm period in 2007. The measurement sites were located in different land reliefs of different exposition. The lowest temperature was recorded in the depression of a channel shape located about 100 m below the other sites. Also in the next site located in a concave land form – the bottom of the Czarny Potok valley, the recorded temperature was lower than in the sites located in non-dismembered area. Despite the fact that the investigations had only a preliminary character, they showed that the upper tree-limit and probably also the mountain pine-limit should not be compared with the course of mean annual temperatures determined basing on interpolation and extrapolation. Only direct measurements of temperature in the field give a true picture of relation between the relief and microclimate and the upper tree-limit.
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INTRODUCTION

The problems connected with the location of the upper tree-limit or mountain pine-limit in the Polish part of the Tatras were widely discussed in many publication (Sokołowski 1928; Fabijanowski 1955, 1972; Myczkowski 1964; Hess 1965, 1974; Szafer 1966; Zientarski 1985; Kotarba 1987; Balon 1991a, b, 2000; Heikkinen et al. 1995; Krzemień et al. 1995; Piękoś-Mirkowa and Mirek 1996; Jodłowski 2007). The authors of those publications discussed the influence of different factors including climate (and its individual elements), relief or human impact on the course of the upper tree-limit and mountain pine-limit. One of the most often cited work is a fundamental work by Hess (1965) concerning vertical climatic zones in the Polish Western Carpathians. However, some of the authors express the opinion that the location of vegetation zones (including the tree-limit and mountain pine-limit) in fact departs, due to the climate itself, from vegetation zones determined by Hess. Unfortunately, a closer look to the research workshop of these authors reveals a large disproportion in determination of the course of limits of individual zones and the course of the limit isotherms. Inasmuch the limits of vegetation zones are determined in many works very precisely using topographic maps (including ortophoto-
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maps), GPS or altimeters, the course of isotherms is determined by extrapolation and interpolation of temperatures from meteorological stations. Such rigid ascription of temperatures to certain altitudes without including the influence of the relief on macro- or microclimate is usually burdened with an error. Sometimes a large error. In order to determine the size of this error, the author decided to carry out preliminary investigations on the influence of relief on air temperature.

STUDY AREA

Because of the fact that a research station of the Institute of Geography and Spatial Organisation of Polish Academy of Sciences is located at Hala Gąsienicowa, where meteorological measurements are recorded, the Sucha Woda Valley was chosen as a study area. At first, the zone of both the upper tree-limit and mountain pine-limit was included in the investigations. It was assumed that measurement sites were located in places where no essential influence of relief on the course of the limits was detected (avalanches, debris flows, large inclination of slopes, etc). Because of the fact that in the area of Hala Gąsienicowa it was difficult to find a site where the limit of mountain pine would be only influenced by climate, this site was excluded from the investigations. Four sites (Fig. 1, Tab. 1) within the zone of tree-limit were selected for measurement of air temperature.

In the area of Sucha Woda Valley, two measurement sites were located in Dubrawiska and Wolarczyska, because there is a natural and undisturbed (or almost not

Figure 1. The map of investigation area with measurement sites. A circle shows the highest location of the upper tree-limit in Hala Gąsienicowa, the Tatra Mts.
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Table 1. Description of measurement sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Altitude in m a.s.l.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hala Gąsienicowa station</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>Meteorological station, slope of the SE exposition, just above the upper tree-limit lowered by sheep grazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karłowicz</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>Upper tree-limit, valley bottom of SN course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubrawiska</td>
<td>1405</td>
<td>Upper tree-limit, channel in the slope, NW exposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wołarczyńska</td>
<td>1515</td>
<td>Upper tree-limit, flat slope, NW exposition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The influence of relief on microclimate and location of the upper tree-limit.

The site Dubrawiska was located within the slope in the channel bottom several tens of meters wide and a dozen or so meters deep (Fig.1). In this place the mountain pine makes a lobe and goes down to the altitude of 1400 m, filling the channel bottom and partly its slopes. The data logger was installed at the tree-limit near the end of this lobe at the altitude of about 1405 m a.s.l.

The next measurement site – Wołarczyńska was located about 100 m above the site 408. In this case it was not a dismembered part of the slope and it showed small inclination. Both sites were located at the slopes of NW exposition.

The third measurement site – Karłowicz was located in the valley bottom near the Czarny Potok Valley, close the monument of Karłowicz, about 0.5 km north of the threshold of Czarny Staw Gąsienicowy Lake. The valley in this place shows a S-N course. The measurement site was located at the altitude of 1520 m a.s.l. just at the upper tree-limit (in this place it was probably its natural upper limit).

The last measurement site was installed in the research station at Hala Gąsienicowa at the altitude of about 1520 m a.s.l. The station shows SE exposition and it is situated above the upper tree-limit, which is lowered here by human impact.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The measurements of air temperature were carried out every hour during day and night with the application of Onset HOBO data loggers which contained termistors of the accuracy ±0.2°C and resolution 0.02°C. The data loggers were hanged under the tree-crowns of large spruces at the height of 2 m and at the distance of 0.5 m north of the tree trunks. Additionally, each logger contained a special shield which protected it against a direct solar radiation. The measurements were carried out in the warm period during almost 4 months – from 22 June to 15 October. The data loggers were calibrated both before and after the measurement period. Their differences in showing the same temperature did not exceed 0.1°C.

RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows temperatures recorded at all the four sites and smoothed by movable mean of the period 200. Just a brief analysis reveals that the lowest temperature was recorded at the lowest located site Dubrawiska, and the highest temperature was recorded at the meteorological station. The largest differences in temperature between the sites occurred during anticyclone weather, and the lowest when atmospheric fronts were passing (strong winds). Tab. 2 shows mean values of temperature for individual sites calculated from all the measurements conducted in sites studied. The lowest mean temperature 7.9°C occurred in the lowest located site Dubrawiska. The highest mean temperature 9.2°C was recorded at the meteorological station. The difference between these sites amounted to 1.3°C. If we take into consideration the differences of altitude and if we reduce the temperature in both sites to the
same height (assuming the gradient 0.6°C /100m), the temperature difference between these two sites increases to 2°C. In the two other sites, the temperature values were close to each other. A slightly lower temperature was recorded at the site Karłowicz in the bottom of the valley near Czarny Potok Valley, than in the not-dismembered part of the slope (site Karłowicz). This difference was 0.2°C.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

The site Dubrawiska located about 100 m lower than the three other sites should show the highest temperature. In fact, this site showed the lowest temperature among all the others. This low temperature should not be explained by a northern exposition of the slope because the site Wolarczyska was also located at the slope of north exposition, but its temperature was higher by 0.9°C. The most sensible explanation of the occurrence of such low temperature is the land relief. A concave form of a channel shape causes that a cold air flowing down the slope became canalised in the channel. Probably, at the end of the channel just near the upper tree-limit, the cold air additionally accumulates creating a frost hollow, which significantly influences the course of the upper tree-limit. This may be confirmed by the lobe of mountain pine mentioned earlier, which in this place penetrates deeply the forest. The influence of avalanches on the course of the tree-line in the channel should be rather excluded because of high mountain pine vegetation, sporadic rachitic trees (spruces) which occur in the channel bottom and small slope inclination. The investigations of Baranowski (2003 a, b) which had

---

Table 2. Temperature and altitude of measurement sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Dubrawiska</th>
<th>Wolarczyska</th>
<th>Karłowicz</th>
<th>Hala Gąsienicowa station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Altitude in m a.s.l.</td>
<td>1405</td>
<td>1515</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>1520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature [°C]</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
been carried out several years earlier in Hala Gąsienicowa confirm that even small (several meters) linear depressions in the slope may reduce a mean temperature by several decimals °C. The example of these two sites clearly illustrate a significant influence of relief on microclimate, and on the course of vegetation zones.

The highest temperature was recorded at the meteorological station. It is higher by 0.4°C than at the site Wolarnyczyska, despite the fact that these both sites are located at a similar altitude. The site Wolarnyczyska shows N exposition, whereas the meteorological station is located at the slope of Uhroć Kasprów and shows SE exposition. The site Karlawicz shows the temperature lower by 0.6°C than the temperature at the station, and lower by 0.2°C than in the site Wolarnyczyska. In this case, the location of the site Karlawicz in the valley bottom considerably influenced the temperature. A relatively wide and flat bottom valley did not give such a cooling effect as it gave a much smaller channel at the site Dubrawiska. Nevertheless, a small temperature reduction connected with the flow or stagnation of cold air in the valley occurred in this site.

In the sites Dubrawiska, Wolarnyczyska and Karlawicz the data loggers were installed just near the upper tree-limit, only the research station is above the tree-limit. However, as it is seen in the Fig. 2, the tree-limit between Hala Gąsienicowa and Karczmisko reaches the altitude of about 1550-1560 m a.s.l. So, according to temperature course, the tree-limit here is higher than in other sites. The lack of forest in the neighbourhood of the station results from sheep grazing which occurred there several decades ago. The comparison of the photograph taken in 1907 by M. Karlawicz (Fig. 3) with the photograph taken in 2004 by T. Zwijacz-Kozica (Fig. 4) clearly illustrates

Figure 3. The view of Hala Gąsienicowa and Karczmisko. The photo taken in 1907 by M. Karlawicz.
devastation done by sheep and shepherds both in the forest and mountain pine zones. Probably, if it was not for the sheep grazing, all Hala Gąsienicowa or its large part would be covered now by forest.

Despite the fact, that the investigations had only preliminary character, they clearly evidence a considerable relation between the relief, climate and the course of the upper tree-limit. The most distinct example is the site Dubrawiska, which is located about 100 m lower than the others sites so it should show higher temperature. However, because of a land relief in a form of a channel, this site showed the lowest temperature. The results of the investigations evidence that the course of the tree-limit (and probably also the mountain pine) should not be compared with the course of mean annual temperatures determined from interpolation and extrapolation. Only direct measurements in the field give a real picture of the relation between the relief and microclimate.
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